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Overview of This Tutorial

1

Atmospheric Boundary Layer Solver - ABLPisoSolver

2

Actuator Line Turbine Model - horizontalAxisWindTurbineALM

3
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Atmospheric Boundary Layer Solver
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Overview
ABLPisoSolver is a large-eddy simulation solver developed out of the
buoyantBoussinesqPisoFoam that came with OpenFOAM-1.6. It cannot be run in
RANS mode. It creates turbulent wind fields under a variety of atmospheric stability
conditions.

capping inversion
controls boundary
layer height

simulation time: 9000 – 16000 s
geostrophic
wind
1 km

periodic
periodic

3 km

3 km
Boussinesq
approximation for
buoyancy effects
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Equations of Motion
Momentum transport
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time rate of change
convection
Coriolis force due to planetary rotation
density-normalized pressure gradient (deviation from hydrostatic
and horizontal-mean gradient)
V. SFS momentum fluxes (stresses)
VI. buoyancy
VII. density-normalized horizontal-mean driving pressure gradient
VIII. other density-normalized forces
Notice there is no viscous term. This is high Reynolds number flow. Viscous effects only
significant very near planetary surface. Wall model will handle this (more later)
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Equations of Motion
Potential temperature transport
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I. time rate of change
II. convection
III. SFS temperature fluxes
Notice there is no molecular temperature conduction term. This is high Reynolds number flow.
Molecular effects only significant very near planetary surface. Wall model will handle this (more later)

1

provides a good explanation of atmospheric boundary layer physics.
2 is a good outline of atmospheric boundary layer LES.
1

R. B. Stull. An Introduction to Boundary Layer Meteorology. Springer Science + Business Media B. V., 2009.
C.-H. Moeng. A Large-Eddy Simulation Model for the Study of Planetary Boundary Layer Turbulence. Journal of the Atmospheric Sciences,
Vol. 41, No. 13, 1984, pp. 2052–2062.
2
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Potential Temperature

Temperature that a parcel of dry air would have if
adiabatically brought from some pressure level to a
reference pressure, usually 100kPA
Simplifies the study of atmospheric stability
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z
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stable

neutral

unstable
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Buoyancy Force
This is an incompressible formulation, with constant
density, so we need a way to account for buoyancy
effects caused by variable density
Use the Boussinesq approximation
Buoyancy term is
 b 
 1 gi
 0 

Need to approximate this normalized variable density
using potential temperature and reference temperature
b
  0
 1
0
0
Churchfield (NREL)
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Coriolis Force

Due to planetary rotation, there is an apparent force
called Coriolis force
If +x is east, +y is north, and +z is up, then
 2 ijk  j uk
 0 
 j   cos 


 sin  

 j is the rotation rate vector at a location on the

planetary surface,  is the planetary rotation rate (rad/s),
and  is the lattitude
Churchfield (NREL)
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Sub-Filter Scale Model
Gradient-diffusion hypothesis
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Smagorinsky model1
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J. Smagorinsky. General Circulation Experiments with the Primitive Equations, Monthly Weather Review, Vol. 91, 1963, pp. 99–164.
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Sub-Filter Scale Model
Cs  0.15  0.17
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Smagorinsky constant
SFS filter width
(V is grid cell volume)
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Sub-Filter Scale Model

Model implementation in ABLPisoSolver is done
completely at cell-faces
Avoids interpolation to faces for taking divergence of
stress
Provides a less dissipative effect near planetary surface
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Wall Model

True LES down to the surface of the planet would
approach DNS cost
The planetary surface is covered with roughness
elements (dirt, rocks, vegetation) that are not grid
resolved
It is inappropriate to apply no-slip at the surface

Churchfield (NREL)
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Wall Model

Instead, apply a model for total (viscous + SFS)
momentum flux at surface
Assumes that first cell centers away from surface lie
within surface layer of the atmospheric boundary layer
So at the surface
 0

RijD   0
 R13tot

0
0
R23tot

R13tot 

R23tot 
0 

The wall model models R13tot and R23tot
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Wall Model

ABLPisoSolver contains the wall models of
Schumann1
Moeng2

Moeng’s model
tot
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1

U. Schumann. Subgrid-Scale Model for Finite-Difference Simulations of Turbulent Flow in Plane Channels and Annuli. Journal of
Computational Physics, Vol. 18, 1975, pp. 76–404.
2 C.-H. Moeng. A Large-Eddy Simulation Model for the Study of Planetary Boundary Layer Turbulence. Journal of the Atmospheric Sciences,
Vol. 41, No. 13, 1984, pp. 2052–2062.
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Wall Model
R13tot  u*2
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1/2 denotes values at first cell centers away from surface

1/2
surface

Angle brackets denote a horizontal average at a certain height
S is the resolved velocity magnitude
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Wall Model
R13tot  u*2
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Friction velocity is defined as
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Wall Model
 u1/ 2

 v1/ 2
u*

1/ 2



z

ln  f ( L) 
  z0

1

f (L) is an atmospheric stability-related function that is zero for
neutral stability. See Etling1 for more information
L is the Obuhkov length
z0 is the aerodynamic roughness height. It depends on height,
distribution, and shape of roughness elements on planetary surface.
See Stull2 for more information
z0 (m)

Terrain

1×10-1 – 5×10-1

Many trees, hedges, few buildings

3×10-3 – 2×10-2

Level grass plains

1×10-4 – 1×10-3

Large expanses of water

1

D. Etling. Modelling the Vertical ABL Structure, in Modelling of Atmospheric Flow Fields, D. P. Lalas and C. F. Ratto, editors, World
Scientific, 1996, pp. 56–57.
2 R. B. Stull. An Introduction to Boundary Layer Meteorology. Springer Science + Business Media B. V., 2009., p. 380.
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Wall Model

A similar approach is taken to model the total
temperature flux at the surface1
 0 
Rj   0 
 tot 
 R 3 

Total average temperature flux, Qs, is specified, and the
wall model creates the fluctuating temperature flux Rtot3

1

C.-H. Moeng. A Large-Eddy Simulation Model for the Study of Planetary Boundary Layer Turbulence. Journal of the Atmospheric Sciences,
Vol. 41, No. 13, 1984, pp. 2052–2062.
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Numerical Scheme

Like most other OpenFOAM solvers, ABLPisoSolver
uses the PISO1 (Pressure Implicit Splitting Operation) to
“implicitly” solve the momentum and pressure equation
I say “implicitly” because the SFS stress, temperature, and
buoyancy are not solved implicitly. They are based on previous
time step and solved sequentially

Rhie-Chow2-like interpolation is used to avoid pressurevelocity decoupling
1

R. I. Issa. Solution of the Implicitly Discretized Fluid Flow Equations by Operator-Splitting. Journal of Computational Physics, Vol. 62, 1985,
pp. 40–65.
2 C. M. Rhie and W. L. Chow. Numerical Study of the Turbulent Flow Past an Airfoil with Trailing Edge Separation. AIAA Journal, Vol. 21,
No. 11, 1983, pp. 1552–1532.
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Solver Inputs
“0” directory
U
T
pd

“system” directory
controlDict
fvSchemes
fvSolution
decomposeParDict

“constant” directory
“polyMesh” directory
ABLProperties
transportProperties
g
Omega

Churchfield (NREL)
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Solver Inputs
constant/ABLProperties
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
// Is the turbine array active?
turbineArrayOn
false;

only necessary if turbine model included

// Is average wind at a specified height driven to a specified velocity?
driveWindOn
true;

drive wind to specified velocity at specified height

// Desired horizontally-averaged wind speed at a certain height (m/s)
UWindSpeed
UWindSpeed [0 1 -1 0 0 0 0] 15.0;

specified wind speed

// Desired horizontally-averaged wind direction at a height (degrees)
UWindDir
270.0;

specified wind direction (direction blowing from)

// Height at which horizontally-averaged wind vector is specified (m)
hWind
hWind [0 1 0 0 0 0 0] 1000.0;

specified wind height

// Relaxation factor on the pressure gradient control
alpha
0.7;

relaxation factor on driving pressure gradient update

// Name of the lower boundary
lowerBoundaryName
"bottom";

boundary patch name corresponding to lower surface

// Name of the upper boundary
upperBoundaryName
"top";

boundary patch name corresponding to upper surface

// Are statistics to be gathered?
statisticsOn
true;

gather statistics about boundary layer?

// At which frequency are statistics to be taken and written?
statisticsFrequency
5;

statistics gathering frequency (every n time steps)

// ************************************************************************* //

Churchfield (NREL)
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Solver Inputs
constant/ABLProperties

Wind from 45°

N
0°

Wind from 270°

W
270°

E
90°

S
180°
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Solver Inputs
constant/transportProperties
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
transportModel Newtonian;

solver reads this molecular viscosity, but does not use
it (need to fix this in the future)
reference temperature (inverse should correspond to
fluid expansion ratio)

// Molecular viscosity (m^2/s^2)
nu
nu [0 2 -1 0 0 0 0] 0.0;
// Reference temperature (K)
TRef
TRef [0 0 0 1 0 0 0] 300;
// LES SGS model (options are "standardSmagorinsky")
LESModel
"standardSmagorinsky";

SFS model (currently limited to standard Smagorinsky)

// Smagorinsky Constant
Cs
0.15;

Smagorinsky model constant
LES filter width is cube root of cell volume times this
coefficient

// LES filter width scalar
deltaLESCoeff
1.0;
// von Karman constant
kappa
0.41;

von Karman constant

// Constants for Monin-Obuhkov universal constants
betaM
16.0;
gammM
5.0;

used for calculating friction velocity in non-neutral flow

// Roughness height (m)
z0
z0 [0 1 0 0 0 0 0] 0.16;

aerodynamic roughness height

// Surface temperature flux (K-m/s)
q0
q0 [0 1 -1 1 0 0 0] 0.0;

mean surface temperature flux

// Surface stress model (options are "Schummann“ or "Moeng")
surfaceStressModel "Moeng";

surface stress model (wall model)

// ************************************************************************* //

Churchfield (NREL)
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Solver Inputs
constant/g
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
dimensions
value

[0 1 -2 0 0 0 0];
( 0.0 0.0 -9.81 );

value of acceleration due to gravity

// ************************************************************************* //

constant/Omega
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
dimensions
value

[0 0 -1 0 0 0 0];
(0.0 5.1422E-5 5.1422E-5);

rotation rate vector at a location on
planet for Coriolis force

// ************************************************************************* //

Remember, this rotation rate is:

Earth’s rotation speed is 1 rev / 24 hours, or 7.2722 × 10-5 rad / second.
At a latitude of 45° north, we have:

 0 
 j   cos 


 sin  
Churchfield (NREL)

0
 0  

 j  7.2722 105 cos 45  5.14522 105  rad/s

 

5
 sin 45  5.14522 10 
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Solver Inputs
system/controlDict
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
application

ABLPisoSolver;

libs

("libuserfiniteVolume.so");

startFrom

startTime;

startTime

0.0;

stopAt

endTime;

endTime

5000.0;

deltaT

0.1;

writeControl

adjustableRunTime;

writeInterval

1000.0;

purgeWrite

0;

writeFormat

binary;

writePrecision

12;

writeCompression

uncompressed;

timeFormat

general;

timePrecision

6;

Need to use the library to use custom
buoyantBoussinesqMod boundary condition for
pressure

runTimeModifiable yes;
adjustTimeStep

yes;

maxCo

0.75;

maxDeltaT

25.0;

run at a constant Courant number (adjust time step)

// ************************************************************************* //

Churchfield (NREL)
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Solver Inputs
system/fvSchemes
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
ddtSchemes
{
default
}
gradSchemes
{
default
}
divSchemes
{
default
}
laplacianSchemes
{
default
}

interpolationSchemes
{
default
}
snGradSchemes
{
default
}

CrankNicholson 1.0;

we use Crank Nicholson time marching

Gauss linear;

all interpolation to faces is linear (second-order
central) because when doing LES, we do not want
dissipation associated with upwind schemes

Gauss linear;

Gauss linear uncorrected;

linear;

uncorrected;

fluxRequired
{
default
no;
pd
;
}
// ************************************************************************* //

Churchfield (NREL)

Typical canonical ABL meshes are completely
orthogonal, so no non-orthogonal correction is
needed
d(pd)/dx at faces is needed to update velocity fluxes
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Solver Inputs
system/fvSolution
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
solvers
{

Typical solver settings

pd
{
solver
preconditioner
tolerance
relTol
maxIter

PCG;
DIC;
1e-6;
0.01;
10000;

For larger grids (a few million cells), might use GAMG
solver instead of PCG for pd and pdFinal solves

}
pdFinal
{
solver
preconditioner
tolerance
relTol
maxIter
}

PCG;
DIC;
1e-6;
0;
10000;

U
{

PCG is generally fine for U and T on all sizes of grids
solver
preconditioner
tolerance
relTol
maxIter

PBiCG;
DILU;
1e-15;
0;
10000;

solver
preconditioner
tolerance
relTol
maxIter

PBiCG;
DILU;
1e-15;
0;
10000;

}
T
{

}
}

Churchfield (NREL)
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Solver Inputs
system/fvSolution
typical solver settings (continued)
options
{
nCorrectors
3;
nNonOrthogonalCorrectors 0;

pdRefOn
pdRefCell
pdRefValue

1 PISO predictor followed by 3 correctors. No nonorthogonal correction on typical orthogonal grids
gradient boundary conditions are used on pressure,
so pressure level needs to be set at some cell to
“tack” down pressure level

true;
55;
0;

tempEqnOn
true;
}
// ************************************************************************* //

Churchfield (NREL)

turn temperature equation on or off
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Solver Inputs
Initial conditions

Velocity
Given a logarithmic base profile
Non-random, divergence-free perturbations added near surface to
cause turbulence to quickly happen (similar to method used by
DeVillier’s in channel flow1).

Temperature
Constant temperature (300K) up to some height, then temperature
increases
This creates a capping inversion that caps the boundary layer and
slows boundary layer vertical growth

Pressure variable
Initialized to zero

Initial conditions set using “setABLFields” utility (find in ABL
tutorial). Could use something like “funkySetFields”
De Villiers, E., “The Potential of Large Eddy Simulation for the Modeling of Wall Bounded Flows”, PhD Thesis, Imperial College, London,
2006.
1

Churchfield (NREL)
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Solver Inputs

z (m)


Churchfield (NREL)

(K)
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Solver Outputs

Solution files (inside time directories)
U, pd, T, Uprime, Tprime, nuLES*, kappaLES*
* means defined on cell faces instead of cell centers

“averaging” directory
Horizontally-averaged profiles of quantities like velocity,
temperature, velocity variances, velocity fluxes, temperature
fluxes, third-order moments
Histories of friction velocity, boundary layer depth, and more

Churchfield (NREL)
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Solver Outputs
“averaging” file structure
Within averaging directory are time directories corresponding to
run start times. If you start a run at 0, there will be a “0”
directory. If you restart a run at 1000, there will also be a “1000”
directory.
Most files are structured as follows where each line represents a
different time step, and starting at the third column, each column
represents a horizontally-averaged value at a progressively
greater height on the grid
time0
time1

dt0
dt1

value0
value0

value1
value1

timeN

dtN

value0

value1

value2 … valueJ
value2 … valueJ
…
value2 … valueJ

Heights corresponding the value0 through valueJ are in either the
hLevelsCell or hLevelsFace file
hLevelsCell are cell-centered heights
hLevelsFace are heights of horizontally-situated faces

Churchfield (NREL)
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Solver Outputs
“averaging” file structure
Cell-center quantities

Description

T_mean



U_mean, V_mean, W_mean

u

uu_mean, vv_mean, ww_mean

u 'u '

v'v'

w'w'

uv_mean, uw_mean, vw_mean

u 'v'

u 'w'

v'w'

wuu_mean, wvv_mean, www_mean

w' u ' u '

w' v' v'

w' w' w'

wuv_mean, wuw_mean, wvw_mean

w' u ' v'

w' u ' w'

w' v' w'

Tu_mean, Tv_mean, Tw_mean

 'u '  'v'  'w'

Churchfield (NREL)
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Solver Outputs
“averaging” file structure
Cell-face quantities

Description

R11_mean, R22_mean, R33_mean

R11D

R22D

R33D

R12_mean, R13_mean, R23_mean

R12D

R13D

R23D

q1_mean, q2_mean, q3_mean

R 1

R 2 R 3

phiM

m

Non-dimensional velocity shear

Global quantities

Description

ReLES

Re LES LES Reynolds number1

scriptR



Near surface ratio of resolved to
subgrid scale stress1

uStar

u*

Friction velocity

zi

zi

Boundary layer depth

1

J. Brasseur and T. Wei. Designing Large-Eddy Simulation of the Turbulent Boundary Layer to Capture Law-of-the-Wall Scaling, Physics of
Fluids, Vol. 22, No. 2, 2010.
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Guidelines for Use

+x must be east, +y must be north, +z must be up
Domain must be large enough to resolve large structures
At least 3km in horizontal and 1km in vertical for neutral and
lightly unstable cases
At least 5km in horizontal and 2km in vertical for moderately to
strongly convective cases
The cases will resolve large convection cells or rolls

Must use adequate vertical grid resolution, small enough
cell aspect ratio, and proper Smagorinsky constant to
recover law-of-the-wall scaling

Churchfield (NREL)

Training Session: Wind Energy

6th OpenFOAM Workshop
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Guidelines for Use

Law-of-the-wall scaling
This follows the work of Brasseur and Wei1
The problem:

Log-law mismatch

Improved log-law agreement

1

J. Brasseur and T. Wei. Designing Large-Eddy Simulation of the Turbulent Boundary Layer to Capture Law-of-the-Wall Scaling, Physics of
Fluids, Vol. 22, No. 2, 2010.

Churchfield (NREL)
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Guidelines for Use

Law-of-the-wall scaling
This follows the work of Brasseur and
The problem:

overshoot

Wei1

m 

z  U
u* z

Improved log-law agreement

1

J. Brasseur and T. Wei. Designing Large-Eddy Simulation of the Turbulent Boundary Layer to Capture Law-of-the-Wall Scaling, Physics of
Fluids, Vol. 22, No. 2, 2010.

Churchfield (NREL)
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Guidelines for Use

Brasseur and Wei propose criteria to achieve law-of-the
wall (log law) scaling
They propose 3 criteria to move LES in to “high-accuracy
zone”. Criteria based on work with horizontally pseudospectral, vertically finite-difference LES code
Criterion 1

Re LES 

ziu*

 LES

 350

 LES 

The smaller LES, the less
dominant the SFS stresses

R

D 2
13 1



1/ 2
D 2
23 1

 R

  u  2   v  2 
1
1
 
 

 z   z  

1/ 2

1

J. Brasseur and T. Wei. Designing Large-Eddy Simulation of the Turbulent Boundary Layer to Capture Law-of-the-Wall Scaling, Physics of
Fluids, Vol. 22, No. 2, 2010.

Churchfield (NREL)
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Guidelines for Use

Brasseur and Wei propose criteria to achieve law-of-the
wall (log law) scaling
Criterion 2


u ' w'


R

2

1
D 2
13 1



2 1/ 2

 v' w' 1



1/ 2
D 2
23 1

 R

 0.85

Resolved shear stresses
not overwhelmed by SFS
shear stresses

Criterion 3

N zi  45

At least 45 grid levels
within boundary layer

1

J. Brasseur and T. Wei. Designing Large-Eddy Simulation of the Turbulent Boundary Layer to Capture Law-of-the-Wall Scaling, Physics of
Fluids, Vol. 22, No. 2, 2010.

Churchfield (NREL)
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Guidelines for Use

Brasseur and Wei propose criteria to achieve law-of-the
wall (log law) scaling
Control of the three criterion comes from adjusting
Number of vertical grid levels
Cell aspect ratio
SFS model coefficient

We are currently applying the three criteria in
OpenFOAM
Critical values may be different for fully finite-volume formulation

1

J. Brasseur and T. Wei. Designing Large-Eddy Simulation of the Turbulent Boundary Layer to Capture Law-of-the-Wall Scaling, Physics of
Fluids, Vol. 22, No. 2, 2010.

Churchfield (NREL)
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Limitations
Think of this as a beta version
We need to perform more validation

Neutral or unstable flow only
Needs a more sophisticated SFS model to compute stable flow
We are working on implementing a dynamic Smagorinsky model

Not tested on terrain
Currently set up for homogeneous surface roughness
and heating
We are thinking about how to locally apply wall model

Not tested on truly unstructured meshes
We have designed the solver with hexahedral cells of uniform
height at the surface in mind
Churchfield (NREL)
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Example Output
Neutral, z0 = 0.02m, Qs = 0

Unstable, z0 = 0.02m, Qs = 0.04 K-m/s

Horizontallyaveraged
velocity
profiles

Horizontallyaveraged
potential
temperature
profiles

Churchfield (NREL)
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Example Output
Neutral, z0 = 0.02m, Qs = 0

Unstable, z0 = 0.02m, Qs = 0.04 K-m/s

Streamwise
velocity
fluctuations
at 90 m
above
surface

Vertical
velocity
fluctuations
at 90 m
above
surface

Churchfield (NREL)
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Actuator Line Turbine Model

Churchfield (NREL)
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Overview

Resolving turbine blade
geometry with high-Re
LES is infeasible
An actuator approach
does not require a very
fine grid around turbine
blades
Creates wake, tip, root,
and bound vortices
Depends upon airfoil
look-up tables

Churchfield (NREL)
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Theory
We follow the methodology of Sørensen and Shen1
Blades discretized into spanwise
sections of constant airfoil, chord,
twist, oncoming wind
Airfoil lookup tables used to
calculate lift and drag at each
actuator section

Force on flow is equal and
opposite to blade force
Force is normalized and
projected back to flow

 b 
ui 
~
pD 
p
D
u jui   2 ijk  juk   Rij     1 gi 

 fi
t x j
xi x j
xi
 0 
1

Sørensen, J. N. and Shen, W. Z., “Numerical Modeling of Wind Turbine Wakes”, Journal of Fluids Engineering 124, 2002, pp. 393-399.
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Theory
Force Projection
How do you take force calculated at actuator line points and
project it onto the CFD grid as a body force?
How do you smooth the force to avoid numerical oscillation?
Sørensen and Shen use a Gaussian projection

f i turbiner  

Fi

actuator

 3 3 / 2

  r 2 
exp    
    

Fi actuatoris the actuator point force
f i turbine is the force projected as a body force onto CFD grid

r is distance between CFD cell center and actuator point
 controls Gaussian width. Troldborg1 recommends   2x
where x is the grid cell length near actuator line
1

Troldborg, N., “Actuator Line Modeling of Wind Turbine Wakes”, PhD Thesis, Technical University of Denmark, Lyngby, Denmark, 2008.
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Actuator Line Model Inputs
constant/turbineArrayProperties
turbine0
{
turbineType
baseLocation
numBladePoints
pointDistType
epsilon
smearRadius
sphereRadiusScalar
tipRootLossCorrType
rotationDir
outputControl
outputInterval
Azimuth
RotSpeed
NacYaw
}
turbine1
{
turbineType
…
Churchfield (NREL)

-type of turbine
"NREL5MWRef";
(50.0 150.0 0.0); -location of the base of the turbine (z is up)
30;
-number of actuator elements per blade
-how actuator elements are spaced
"uniform";
-Gaussian width parameter
4.0;
-radius beyond which Gaussian has no effect
20.0;
-size of sphere around turbine for point search
1.1;
"none";
-use tip loss correction (“none” or “Glauert”)
"cw";
-rotor rotation direction as viewed from upstream
-output interval type
"timeStep";
-output interval
20;
-initial blade azimuth angle
0.0;
9.1552;
-rotor speed in rpm
270.0;
-which way does nacelle point into wind

-list as many turbines as desired

“GE1.5SLE";
Training Session: Wind Energy

6th OpenFOAM Workshop
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Actuator Line Model Inputs

Currently, only a uniform point distribution is supported
tipRootLossCorrType: Use “none” or “Glauert”
sphereRadiusScalar: At the beginning, the actuator line
code defines the smallest sphere within which the rotor
will reside at all yaw angles. The scalar, scales the
sphere up. The cells within that sphere are identified, so
that when searching cells for velocity information, or
projecting forces, not all cells are queried
outputControl: Select “timeStep” or “runTime”
Outputs every “outputInterval” time steps
Outputs every “outputInterval” seconds of run time

Currently, rotor speed is fixed at “RotSpeed”
Churchfield (NREL)
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Actuator Line Model Inputs
constant/turbineProperties/”turbineName”
A file is needed for each type turbine in the array
NumBl
TipRad
…
SpeedControllerType
YawControllerType

3;
63.0;

Closely follows NREL FAST input file, so see FAST
manual1

"none";
"none";

Airfoils
(
"Cylinder1"
"Cylinder2"
…
"NACA64_A17"
);
BladeData
(
// radius(m)
(2.8667
(5.6
…
(58.9
(61.6333
);

List of airfoils used to define blade

c(m)
3.542
3.854

twist(deg) airfoil
13.308
0)
13.308
0)

2.086
1.419

0.37
0.106

7)
7)

Blade properties vs. radius. Note that airfoil 0
corresponds to first airfoil in “Airfoils” list, and so on

Jonkman, J. and Buhl, M., FAST User’s Guide, NREL/EL-500-38230, NREL technical report, 2005. Accessible at:
http://wind.nrel.gov/designcodes/simulators/fast/FAST.pdf
1

Churchfield (NREL)
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Actuator Line Model Inputs
constant/airfoilProperties/”turbineName”
airfoildata
(
//
alpha
C_l
(-180
0
(-175
0.394
(-170
0.788
(-160
0.67
(-155
0.749
(-150
0.797
(-145
0.818
…
(-0.5
0.458
( 0
0.521
( 0.5
0.583
( 1
0.645
( 1.5
0.706
( 2
0.768
…
( 170
-0.788
( 175
-0.394
( 180
0
);

C_d
0.0185)
0.0332)
0.0945)
0.2809)
0.3932)
0.5112)
0.6309)

An airfoil file is needed for every different airfoil
used by each distinct turbine in the array
This is simply a list of coefficient of lift and drag
versus angle of attack

0.0057)
0.0057)
0.0057)
0.0058)
0.0058)
0.0059)
0.0969)
0.0334)
0.0185)

Churchfield (NREL)
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Actuator Line Model Outputs

Solution files (inside time directories)
bodyForce: body force projected onto flow field

“turbineOutput” directory
Outputs various turbine information such as power, torque, rotor
speed, etc.
Outputs information at each blade point such as angle of attack,
velocity magnitude, lift, drag, etc.

Churchfield (NREL)
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Actuator Line Model Outputs

“turbineOutput” file structure
Within turbineOutput directory are time directories corresponding
to run start times. If you start a run at 0, there will be a “0”
directory. If you restart a run at 1000, there will also be a “1000”
directory.
Within the specific time directories are a directory for each turbine.
Each turbine directory has a global turbine data files for things like
power, torque, rotor speed, etc.
Each turbine directory has a directory for each blade
Each blade directory has blade radius dependent information like
lift, drag, angle of attack, etc.

Churchfield (NREL)
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Actuator Line Model Outputs
Files within the “turbineX” directory
Global turbine quantities

Description

power

Power/density (W/kg-m3)

rotSpeed

Rotor speed (rpm)

thrust

Thrust/density (N/kg-m3)

torque

Torque/density(N-m/kg-m3)

Churchfield (NREL)
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Actuator Line Model Outputs
Files within the “bladeX” directory
Gives information along entire blade radius
Global turbine quantities Description
alpha

Angle of attack (degrees)

axialForce

Force/density along rotor shaft axis (N/kg-m3)

Cd

Coefficient of drag

Cl

Coefficient of lift

drag

Drag force/density (N/kg-m3)

lift

Lift force/density (N/kg-m3)

tangentialForce

Force/density in rotor rotation tangential direction (N/kg-m3)

Vaxial

Component of velocity along rotor shaft axis (m/s)

Vradial

Component of velocity along blade radius (m/s)

Vtangential

Component of velocity in rotation tangential direction (m/s)

x, y, z

Actuator point position in space (m)

Churchfield (NREL)
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Actuator Line Model Outputs

Global quantity file structure
time0
time1

dt0
dt1

value
value

timeN

dtN

value

…

Blade radius dependent file structure
Each row is for a different time
First column are time values
Second column are time step values
Third through last columns are values at actuator points starting
at blade root going to tip
time0
time1

dt0
dt1

value0
value0

value1
value1

timeN

dtN

value0

value1

Churchfield (NREL)

value2 … valueJ
value2 … valueJ
…
value2 … valueJ
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Guidelines for Use

+x must be east, +y must be north, +z must be up
Use at least 20 CFD grid cells across the rotor diameter
Use at least 40 CFD grid cells across the rotor if you
want to well resolve tip/root vortices
We are currently performing a study to better understand
power production dependence on surrounding grid
resolution, epsilon, number of actuator points, and use of
the tip loss correction
Set epsilon parameter to twice the local grid cell length

Churchfield (NREL)
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Sample Output

Power versus time. Noise is due
to current 1st order interpolation of
velocity from CFD grid to actuator
points. Startup transient apparent

Churchfield (NREL)

Angle of attack versus blade radius

Training Session: Wind Energy
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Sample Output

NREL 5MW turbine in
uniform 8 m/s flow

Churchfield (NREL)

NREL 5MW turbine in turbulent
atmospheric 8 m/s flow

Training Session: Wind Energy
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Sample Output

NREL 5MW turbine in turbulent
atmospheric 8 m/s flow. Grid is
refined around turbine and in
wake using refineMesh
Churchfield (NREL)

Training Session: Wind Energy
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Sample Output

An array of 9 NREL 5MW turbine
in turbulent atmospheric flow

Churchfield (NREL)
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Implementation

Turbine model implemented as a class
“horizontalAxisWindTurbinesALM”
See src/turbineModels/horizontalAxisWindTuribinesALM

Any solver can be modified to contain an object of the
class
That object is the entire turbine array

Churchfield (NREL)
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Implementation
Modifying pisoFoam to include turbine class
Add this to createFields.H to declare object of turbine class
// Create an object of the horizontalWindTurbineArray class if there
// is to be a turbine array
//
turbineModels::horizontalAxisWindTurbinesALM turbines(U);

Add this to the includes part of the solver code
#include “horizontalAxisWindTurbinesALM.H”

Add this line to solver code momentum equation to apply forces
fvVectorMatrix UEqn
(
fvm::ddt(U)
+ fvm::div(phi, U)
+ turbulence->divDevReff(U)
- turbines.force()
);

Add this line at the beginning or end of the time loop to advance
the turbine one time step
turbines.update();

Churchfield (NREL)
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Implementation
Make/options file needs to be modified
EXE_INC = \
-I$(LIB_SRC)/turbulenceModels/incompressible/turbulenceModel \
-I$(LIB_SRC)/transportModels \
-I$(LIB_SRC)/transportModels/incompressible/singlePhaseTransportModel \
-I$(LIB_SRC)/finiteVolume/lnInclude \
-I$(WM_PROJECT_USER_DIR)/src/turbineModels/lnInclude
EXE_LIBS = \
-L$(FOAM_USER_LIBBIN) \
-lincompressibleTurbulenceModel \
-lincompressibleRASModels \
-lincompressibleLESModels \
-lincompressibleTransportModels \
-lfiniteVolume \
-lmeshTools \
-llduSolvers \
-luserTurbineModels

Churchfield (NREL)
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Codes and Tutorials

Churchfield (NREL)
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Compiling the codes
In your user OpenFOAM directory, put “user-1.6-ext.tar.gz”
and do “tar -xvzf user-1.6.tar.gz”. Rename the “user” part
to your username.
Compile custom libraries in “src” directory
src/finiteVolume (contains custom pressure BC)
“wmake libso”

src/turbineModels
“wmake libso”

Compile custom solvers in applications/solvers/windEnergy
applications/solvers/windEnergy/ABLSolver
“wmake”

Do the same with ABLPisoSolverTurbine and pisoFoamTurbine

Churchfield (NREL)
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Tutorials

tutorial/ABL
A neutral atmospheric flow with 15 m/s west to east flowing
geostrophic winds
The domain is 3km x 3km x 1km and the grid is 80 x 80 x 80 cells
Run for 1000 seconds with Smagorinsky constant Cs=0.075.
Then run from 1000 seconds on with Cs=0.15
Helps get turbulence “spun-up” to use initially low Cs
How to run
Run blockMesh
Initial files are already in “0” directory, but see “setFields.C” utility
Then run ABLPisoSolver

Output files included so that you do not need to actually run case
Solution files at 2000 seconds
Averaging directory contains statistics data
Churchfield (NREL)
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Tutorials

tutorial/oneTurbine
Runs the NREL 5MW reference turbine in a uniform 8 m/s laminar
inflow using pisoFoam modified to include turbines
How to run
Generates a very large mesh. The background mesh is coarse, but
refineMesh is used to refine a region around turbine and in wake. Need
a parallel compute cluster to run this case
Run “makeMesh”
Run “decomposePar”
Submit job in parallel using pisoFoamTurbine

turbineOutput files are included, so you can view them without
actually running a case

Churchfield (NREL)
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